AGENDA

10:30 – 11:45 SESSION 1: Meeting the safety and quality standards of the new Regulation – protecting donors, recipients and offspring

SAFETY AND QUALITY OF SOHO MATTERS FOR CITIZENS – IMPACT STATEMENT

Carlos Calhaz-Jorge – European Society for Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE)

Martin Börgel – Thalassaemia International Federation (TIF)

Françoise Rossi – European Federation for the Care of Newborn Infants (EFCNI)

George Constantinou – SoHO MATTERS FOR CITIZENS – IMPACT STATEMENT

Managing SoHO in emergency situations

Christian Hvas Lodberg – European Commission SoHO Team

Sertac Arslanoglu – European Commission SoHO Team

Steffen Thirstrup – Patient Safety Authority – Danish Medicines Authority

Klaudija Kordic – Safety and quality of SoHO matters for citizens – Impact Statement

11:45 – 12:15 COFFEE/TEA BREAK – foyer outside the meeting room

12:15 – 13:30 SESSION 2: SoHO Innovation

SOHO INNOVATION MATTERS FOR CITIZENS – Impact Statement

Christian Ladröng – SoHO Innovation

Klaudija Kordic – Safety and quality of SoHO matters for citizens – Impact Statement

Françoise Rossi – European Federation for the Care of Newborn Infants (EFCNI)

George Constantinou – SoHO MATTERS FOR CITIZENS – IMPACT STATEMENT

Managing SoHO in emergency situations

Christian Hvas Lodberg – European Commission SoHO Team

Sertac Arslanoglu – European Commission SoHO Team

Steffen Thirstrup – Patient Safety Authority – Danish Medicines Authority

Klaudija Kordic – Safety and quality of SoHO matters for citizens – Impact Statement

13:45 – 15:15 PANEL: SUPPLY PERSPECTIVES OF PROFESSIONALS AND AUTHORITIES

Beatrice Marquez-Garrido – European Commission SoHO Team

Peter O’Leary – European Blood Alliance (EBA)

Beatriz Dominguez-Gil – European Commission SoHO Team

José Luis Doerr – Director European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines (EDQM)

Maria De Angelis – Commissioner for Health and Food Safety

Hugues Malonne – Canadian Blood Services

Sandra Gallina – Italian National Centre for Disease Prevention (CNIPA)

Giuseppe Feltrin – European Commission SoHO Team

José Luis Doerr – Director European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines (EDQM)

Laurent Mallet – European Commission SoHO Team

Peter O’Leary – European Blood Alliance (EBA)

Beatriz Dominguez-Gil – European Commission SoHO Team

José Luis Doerr – Director European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines (EDQM)

14:30 – 16:00 SESSION 3: SoHO Innovation

SOHO INNOVATION MATTERS FOR CITIZENS – Impact Statement

Christian Ladröng – SoHO Innovation

Klaudija Kordic – Safety and quality of SoHO matters for citizens – Impact Statement

Françoise Rossi – European Federation for the Care of Newborn Infants (EFCNI)

George Constantinou – SoHO MATTERS FOR CITIZENS – IMPACT STATEMENT

Managing SoHO in emergency situations

Christian Hvas Lodberg – European Commission SoHO Team

Sertac Arslanoglu – European Commission SoHO Team

Steffen Thirstrup – Patient Safety Authority – Danish Medicines Authority

Klaudija Kordic – Safety and quality of SoHO matters for citizens – Impact Statement

15:15 – 16:15 LIGHT LUNCH – foyer outside the meeting room

16:15 – 18:00 SESSION 4: The SoHO Regulation – a key element of a strong European Health Union

SOHO MATTERS FOR CITIZENS – IMPACT STATEMENT

Silke Weda – European Federation for the Care of Hematological Patients (EFHAP)

Klaus Kinkel – European Commission, DG SANTE, Director Medical Products

Petra Bürkle – German Federal Ministry for Health

Klaudija Kordic – Safety and quality of SoHO matters for citizens – Impact Statement

17:30 – 19:00 COCTAIL

EUROPEAN HEALTH UNION

REGULATION ON SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN

A comprehensive EU framework for safety and quality of SoHO

CONFERENCE ON THE NEW REGULATION ON SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN

26 June 2024

Venue: Auditorium Breydel

Beauvoirstraat 45, Brussels